Christ comes to one man in one way, and to another in another; and, as He comes to individuals, so also to nations.1
—Chauncy Maples, bishop of Likoma, 1882

In December 1856 the explorer and missionary David Livingstone returned to Britain from his celebrated expedition through Central Africa. He declared that he had found there—in the Zambezi River valley, east of Victoria Falls—a land of immense opportunity: a land that would flow with milk and honey if only Britain would see fit to develop its resources.2 His plea, of course, was not merely economic, but spiritual, too. If the benighted environs of tropical Africa were to join the brotherhood of civilized nations, Livingstone believed, then “commerce and Christianity” would have to enter them together.3

It was out of this first heroic venture that came the idea for a “universities’ mission” to Central Africa. In his much publicized address at the University of Cambridge in December 1857, Livingstone reminded those gathered of their wider responsibilities with respect to education. More important still, he added, was that they avoid making the same mistake as “when we carried commerce into India, in being ashamed of our Christianity.”4 Livingstone’s underlying message about the plight of the peoples of the Central African basin was both shocking and inspirational, striking a chord with the Christian sensibilities of those assembled.5 Shortly afterward the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa was formed, including Cambridge, Oxford, Durham, and Trinity College Dublin. Although the mission’s intention was to promote economic development, its main aim was to plant the “Cross of Christ” in the heart of Africa. This was desirable not least because the moral energy of the church was considered essential to the abolition of the East African slave trade. The awareness of the shameful evil of slavery gave the idea for a mission added impetus.6 If the mid-Victorian generation were powerless to undo the misdemeanors of their forefathers with respect to slavery, they were not going to stand by and allow it to continue when there was both the opportunity and obligation to end it.6

The history of the UMCA is now familiar.7 The same, however, cannot be said of its architecture. Almost nothing is known about the built heritage of this unique and inspired Anglican enterprise. It operated not only beyond the official limits of Britain’s empire in Africa but also at the intersection of three broadly distinct cultures—sub-Saharan African, South Asian, and Arabic.8 Confronted by diverse political contexts, severe environmental conditions, and extreme isolation, the UMCA was forced to re-evaluate its strategy constantly. As a consequence, its architecture is a remarkable and near unparalleled manifestation of the changing face of Anglican missionary practice during the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. In fact, the missionary tactics developed by the UMCA from the time of Bishop W. G. Tozer onward presented a direct challenge to the conventional “civilizational” approach adopted by most European missions at the time. Instead of focusing on...
the body, insisting on the need to “Westernize” the peoples of the African interior, UMCA clergymen emphasized the soul, seeking to instill first and foremost the fundamental precepts of Christianity and, once these had taken root, encouraging the development of a “native church and ministry.” This, as Jerome Moriyama has observed, was a policy based on a distinct “vernacular” principle which sought to incorporate rather than destroy indigenous culture.9

The location and unconventional practices of the UMCA pose a methodological problem. Because the work of the mission was conducted outside official British territory, the political circumstances surrounding the history of its architecture do not bear easy comparison with those of either the colonial episcopate in Southern Africa or episcopates in other British colonial territories.10 From the very beginning the UMCA prided itself on being a fully independent church in the Anglican tradition, and its relative isolation meant that for some time it was essentially unaffected by the coercive forces of imperial politics.11 It is this in part that gave the UMCA the confidence to pursue its own missionary agenda, free from colonial interference. Indeed, as Sara Sohmer has noted in relation to Bishop Patteson’s mission to Melanesia in the 1860s, an analysis of UMCA policy prompts a reassessment of the assumption that Victorian missions (and their architecture) uniformly reflected the paternalism, aggressiveness, and sense of superiority typical of Western attitudes toward the non-European world.12

The Universities’ Mission was small compared to other mission organizations operating in Central Africa at the time, most notably the London Missionary Society and the Church Missionary Society, but it managed to produce a species of Anglican ecclesiology far more subtle and distinctive in its composite and regional character.13 Its buildings were caught somewhere between instinctive High Anglican historicism and a desire to adapt spatial and material forms to particular situations. This led the UMCA to create an ecclesiastical architecture that was liturgically conservative yet formally unorthodox, including everything from chiwali (Raffia palm) chapels to spectacular hybrid cathedrals (Figure 1). This architectural variety, in conjunction with a desire to overcome conventional missionary tactics, distinguished the UMCA among British missions.

The location and unconventional practices of the UMCA pose a methodological problem. Because the work of the mission was conducted outside official British territory, the political circumstances surrounding the history of its architecture do not bear easy comparison with those of either the colonial episcopate in Southern Africa or episcopates in other British colonial territories. From the very beginning the UMCA prided itself on being a fully independent church in the Anglican tradition, and its relative isolation meant that for some time it was essentially unaffected by the coercive forces of imperial politics. It is this in part that gave the UMCA the confidence to pursue its own missionary agenda, free from colonial interference. Indeed, as Sara Sohmer has noted in relation to Bishop Patteson’s mission to Melanesia in the 1860s, an analysis of UMCA policy prompts a reassessment of the assumption that Victorian missions (and their architecture) uniformly reflected the paternalism, aggressiveness, and sense of superiority typical of Western attitudes toward the non-European world. The Universities’ Mission was small compared to other mission organizations operating in Central Africa at the time, most notably the London Missionary Society and the Church Missionary Society, but it managed to produce a species of Anglican ecclesiology far more subtle and distinctive in its composite and regional character. Its buildings were caught somewhere between instinctive High Anglican historicism and a desire to adapt spatial and material forms to particular situations. This led the UMCA to create an ecclesiastical architecture that was liturgically conservative yet formally unorthodox, including everything from chiwali (Raffia palm) chapels to spectacular hybrid cathedrals (Figure 1). This architectural variety, in conjunction with a desire to overcome conventional missionary tactics, distinguished the UMCA among British missions.
A variety of church buildings were produced by the UMCA during the period between its inauguration in 1861 and the completion of St. Peter's cathedral, Likoma Island (Lake Malawi), in 1909. The designs evince the attitudes toward architectural form and space adopted by the mission, and now they were shaped by the prevailing cultural, political, and environmental conditions in which it operated, including its own theological position. As a largely independent, self-governing organization in the best Tractarian tradition, the Universities' Mission imagined itself reinvigorating the missionary traditions of the early Church. This ancient model proved central in the UMCA's deployment of architecture to achieve its vernacular ideal. The diverse architectural work of Church of England missions was a consequential part of Anglican church architecture in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Without this missionary dimension, no history of Anglican ecclesiology can be complete.14

The First Phase: Foundations, Frustration, and Failure

The Universities' Mission to Central Africa did not have an auspicious beginning. From the moment the mission party arrived at the mouth of the Zambezi River in February 1861, things started to go wrong. The difficulties faced by the UMCA in its first phase of operation must be appreciated if its architectural response is to be fully understood.

The mission was chaperoned initially by Livingstone himself. He was one of a few Britons who knew the region sufficiently to escort the party safely to their station in the Shiré Highlands, one-hundred miles south of Lake Nyasa (Malawi). The missionaries, headed by their first bishop, the uncomplicated yet high-minded Charles Frederick Mackenzie (1825–62), believed they were to take the Zambezi River up to its juncture with the Shiré River, and then progress north.

But Livingstone had other ideas. Owing to his deep distrust of the Portuguese (who controlled much of the traffic on the Zambezi), he believed that the mission (and, by extension, the British) needed to find an alternative route to the Shiré Highlands. The only viable option, it seemed, was the Rovuma River, 450 miles to the north. However, the Rovuma turned out to be a dead end, and several weeks were wasted attempting to navigate it. It was not until 1 May 1861, nearly three months after the party had arrived off the coast of Africa to begin their enterprise, that they entered the Zambezi.

But worse was to come. Progress was extremely slow, even negligible. The sand bars of the Zambezi were such that at one point the expedition advanced less than twelve miles in twenty-four days—the great “highway” being far from what Livingstone had led the missionaries (and the British public) to believe.15 On 8 July, after several weeks’ arduous journey amid increasingly intolerable conditions, the mission party arrived at the village of the Mang’anja (Nyasa) chief, Chibisa, 120 miles up the Shiré River in what is now Malawi. Here they remained for a time to regroup and plant their first, albeit temporary mission outpost. They did not stay for long. Less than a week later Mackenzie (with crosier in hand), Livingstone, and several others, set off on the final push into the highlands. After four days climbing through the steep, mountainous terrain north of Chibisas, they reached the peninsula of Magomero, some 3,000 feet above sea level. It was here, amid the cool, mist-laden highlands of Central Africa, in the village of the Mang’anja chief Chigunda, that the UMCA established its first permanent settlement.16 Although there was no predicting the difficulties that lay ahead, Mackenzie and his colleagues could begin thinking about architecture.

As a Tractarian-inspired enterprise, it is not surprising that “externals,” including architecture, figured prominently among the UMCA's priorities. Indeed, this concern was in evidence as early as Mackenzie's consecration as bishop in January 1861. Conducted in the cathedral of St. George the Martyr, Cape Town, this event was an affirmation of the mission's organizational structure. Quoting from Ephesians (2:19–22), the cathedral's dean, Henry Alexander Douglas (1821–1875), observed that the significance of Mackenzie's consecration was obvious enough: that through the apostolic succession envisaged by St. Paul, mankind could behold in Christ's prophets “a lively image of the Church as a beautiful and everlasting temple.”17 This reference to the idea of Christianity as a firm and enduring edifice clearly had wide and profound implications with respect to the Universities' Mission. From its inception the UMCA prided itself on re-creating a model of the primitive church based on firm ecclesiastical discipline, and Douglas's reference to the church as an “edifice” was intended to reinforce the notion that the Anglican Church was above all an episcopal church whose bishops were essential to the stability of its structure.18

But Douglas's words carried deeper connotations still. The idea of Christ, his apostles, and their followers as the “living stones” of the church also implied their material counterpart—actual buildings. Indeed, Douglas's Tractarian credentials had already found architectural expression in his careful restoration of the church at Abbotsley in his previous living near Ely.19 His persistent reference to “building” at Mackenzie's consecration was no coincidence. It recalled the increasing importance that had been placed on architecture in the Anglican tradition since the funda-
mental reforms in theology and liturgy brought about by the Oxford Movement in the 1830s.

In fact, the episcopal nature of the Universities' Mission was one of its most definitive characteristics. As it operated outside the limits of official British territory, it was autonomous by definition. The issue of identity in this context was central. From the very beginning the UMCA had been likened to St. Augustine of Canterbury's great missionary expedition to the British Isles in the sixth century. Direct parallels were drawn between the UMCA's aims and aspirations and those of Augustine, as if it were a direct extension (and rightful inheritor) of that enterprise. Indeed, the Shiré Highlands were imagined as the mission's Canterbury, and the tribes thereabout as its Anglo-Saxons.20 Such an association brought with it not only a specific reference to Augustinian precedent but also a distinct disciplinary agenda based on the most fundamental and primitive ancient church customs, including architecture.21

The idea that architecture would play a basic symbolic role in expressing Anglican faith was fundamental to Mackenzie's outlook.22 Although much privation and many early setbacks were suffered by the UMCA, its goal of promoting “correct” and worthy church architecture was never abandoned. Before the mission party erected any permanent structure at Magomero, they used what was described as a “large church-tent, well furnished and appointed.”23 By October 1861 they had started work on their first permanent church, St. Paul's. Shortly afterward Mackenzie was able to write home describing the laying of the foundations in detail: “After service I went to Scudamore [H. C. Scudamore, clergyman of the mission] to peg out the ground for our church. We had arranged to set up the first post on this day. Accordingly, we laid out the site, making a chancel 30 x 15 to be built first, and a nave 60 x 25 or 30 to come when we need it . . . We have called the church by the name of the great Missionary Apostle [St. Paul].”24

The seriousness and solemnity that surrounded this event set the tone for future architectural developments. Despite the problems facing the mission, it is clear that Mackenzie and his men were prepared to go out of their way to ensure that this first manifestation of the church of Christ in Central Africa was proper and worthy in every respect (Figure 2).25

St Paul's, however, was never completed. In April 1862 the UMCA withdrew from Magomero and the Shiré Highlands altogether. Since their arrival, the area had been plagued by internecine warfare, famine, and tropical disease. The mission had managed to assemble a small group of freed slaves as the basis of their community, but the station was never entirely secure. The situation had deteriorated to such an extent by July 1861 that Mackenzie and his colleagues were forced to take up arms against the marauding Achawa (Yao) tribesmen who were preparing to attack the station, capture their followers, and sell them back into slavery.26 Not surprisingly, when news reached Britain that the missionaries had used firearms to defend themselves, they were heavily criticized.27 As it happened, Mackenzie would never find himself in such a predicament again, for he was dead three months later, having succumbed to the ravages of fever.

The mission was now in disarray. Having lost their bishop and leader, the remainder of the party retreated to Chibisas to await instructions. Here, too, they built a small chapel. As the watercolor sketches of Charles Meller illus-

Figure 2 The UMCA mission station at Magomero (southern Malawi), published in Harvey Goodwin, Memoirs of Bishop Mackenzie (Cambridge, 1865). The incomplete church of St. Paul is shown far right. The huts depicted in this illustration, with their conical roofs, were typical of indigenous domestic dwellings in the Shiré River valley and highlands at the time.
When Henry Rowley reproduced Meller’s image some years later in his Story of the Universities’ Mission to Central Africa (1866), it was altered to show a neat weather-boarded structure that looked more at home in Canada or New Zealand than in tropical East Africa (Figure 4). To meet the expectations of a home audience, the chapel’s local character was erased. Rowley, who was perhaps the most sensitive and high-minded of the mission’s clergymen, wished to present the activities and achievements of the UMCA in the best possible light. After all, he had dedicated (even risked) several years of his life to its cause.

In preparing his account, Rowley felt that enough about the mission’s misfortunes and ill-conceived policies had been reported and did not extend the litany of self-criticism. Because a considerable amount of money had been donated in Britain on the assumption that the mission would civilize and cultivate the barbarous interior of Central Africa, Rowley avoided giving the slightest impression that it had failed to make significant progress in this regard, even though the British public was potentially sympathetic to the difficulties the mission had faced.

In describing the mission’s architecture, Rowley was quick to point out that “our house-building . . . was beginning to tell. Good substantial huts and houses were being built on a regular plan, and Mogamera [sic] was losing its uncivilised appearance”. Thus, as Landeg White has observed, because the missionaries’ buildings were distinguished by their orthogonal plans (the native huts were round), civilization was seen to begin by “squaring the circle.”

The most hallowed manifestation of this axiom in a Christian missionary outpost was the church. This essential architectural element had to symbolize and project order and “reasonable spirituality” in all its glory, thereby laying the foundation of civilized society. Rowley was aware that failure in this respect would cause consternation among the mission’s home sponsors. With this in mind, he forged a mythic image of the UMCA by exploiting the gap between the expectations and reality of its accomplishments, thus conjuring an imaginary architecture in order to maintain the interest and sponsorship of his British supporters.

In May 1863 Mackenzie’s replacement, William George Tozer (1829–1899), arrived at the mouth of the Zambezi. A staunch Tractarian, Tozer was keen to uphold the high church traditions established under Mackenzie’s leadership. With Magomero and the Shiré Highlands now a lost cause, Tozer’s first act was to remove the mission about one-hundred miles downstream to a place called Chichamwas, atop Mount Morumbala (Morumbala) in what is now modern-day Mozambique. Here he attempted to re-establish the mission, describing it somewhat apprehensively as
a “new experiment.” Chicamas was similar in many respects to Magomero, only it seemed more politically stable. It was relatively cool like Magomero, but prone to heavy mists that could last for half a day or more. Here, in what initially proved to be the “sanatorium” the mission had been looking for, the foundations of a more enduring architecture were to be laid. Part of the plan was to erect a substantial church, made not from ready-at-hand materials as in the case of St. Paul’s, but of solid brick.

In such a remote location, this ambition was quixotic, and, in the end, Tozer and his colleagues had no choice but to opt for local materials, just as Mackenzie had done at Magomero. Rowley’s insistence that the mission’s architecture was being built along “regular” and “substantial” lines also proved illusory. Although some of the buildings were laid out in the manner described by Rowley, a surviving plan of the station at Chicamas shows that most of the buildings were in fact built in the native “round style” (Figure 5). Not the church, however. This building might appear to European eyes like “some poor cottager’s hay stack,” observed Tozer, but in the Morambala Highlands—where no “architecture” existed—it was both novel and imposing. Indeed, work on the church advanced so rapidly that by October Tozer was able to write home that it promised “to look very well.” He added: “its east end is apsidal, and we have a screen to divide the building in half; the western place being for the heathen boys, and the eastern arranged as a choir for ourselves, the apse of course reserved for the altar.”

Completed and opened in November 1863, the church at Morambala was both novel and impressive. A previously unknown sketch by Edward Steere shows that it was “neat” in every respect, despite being built almost entirely of bamboo and elephant grass (Figure 6). The carved timber screen used to divide the church was an accomplished piece of craftsmanship, considering the conditions under which the mission’s carpenter worked. Its purpose was to demarcate the different zones of sanctity within the church, also emphasized by raising the floor level at the appropriate location. In his diary Tozer observed how, for the inaugural service, the east end was adorned with blue cloth, and the altar draped with a frontal donated by friends in England. A wooden corona, brass altar desk, and a set of crosses were used to enhance the effect.

The spatial configuration of the church at Morambala is significant. The division described by Tozer split the communal portion of the new church in two, creating a ναός and προναός. This arrangement would have been regarded peculiar outside a high-church missionary context, perhaps being considered anomalous in even the highest of high-church dioceses elsewhere at this time. But as the UMCA clergymen perceived themselves to be laboring amid circumstances akin to those of the early church fathers, they considered it appropriate to resurrect an equally early or “primitive” spatial model to facilitate their preaching of the gospel. The “place for the heathen boys” in Tozer’s new church was effectively a narthex—a vestibule area used in early Christian architecture for disciplinary purposes, to accommodate catechumens (converts under instruction before baptism), and to segregate miscreants, including penitents, energumens (those possessed by the devil), and “inquirers.” By creating such a space in his new church, Tozer enabled the catechumens to be beguiled by the spectacle of divine service, while withholding full communion.

Given the mission’s strict observance of the hierarchies of sacred space and its policy regarding catechism of converts, the introduction of a liminal space such as a narthex...
was a logical expression of its self-fashioned missionary identity. The introduction of such a space was the clearest possible demonstration of the UMCA’s historical and aesthetic commitment to Christian primitivism. Through this simple yet profound spatial division, the disciplinary ordinances of the Anglican faith were inscribed fully and unmistakably in the heart of Central Africa for the first time.

In the end, the Morambala Highlands turned out to be no less problematic than Mogamero. “While we have been free from any very severe sickness since coming to Morambala,” lamented Tozer, “we have still had so much illness that all hopes of finding a ‘sanatorium’ and a refuge from fever long since disappeared.” By August 1864 the Universities’ Mission had pulled out of the Central African basin entirely and retreated to Zanzibar, ending the first, failed attempt of the Anglican Church to establish a mission there.

The architecture of this early phase, although very little is documented, illustrates the distinctly high-church character of the UMCA’s buildings and offers the first hint of what would become a more considered, vernacular interpretation of the high-church Anglican tradition. The geographically isolated location of the mission, combined with the local pressures to which it was exposed, had begun to shape the manner in which the missionaries imagined their task. To be sure, UMCA clergymen carried with them ideas regarding architecture that would have been recognized in any other high-church colonial context at this time, but they were also aware that decisive, even radical adaptations would be needed if the mission was to flourish. This transformation was not necessarily perceived as a compromise. Rather, it was understood more as a form of development—the corollary in architectural theory of what would become the mission’s evolved theology concerning the assimilation of indigenous rites and customs.42 This changing approach to missionary policy and architectural expression would characterize the subsequent activities of the UMCA, marking it as one of the most progressive Anglican missions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The Retreat to Zanzibar: Re-formation and the Beginnings of the Vernacular Tradition

Bishop William Tozer’s decision to retreat from the African interior to Stone Town on the island of Zanzibar was met with derision in England.43 It was considered not only irresponsible but also a betrayal of the Christian missionary ethos. Ironically, in deciding to withdraw, the mission’s appeal to Augustinian precedent was turned against it. Livingstone, for one, complained bitterly that “in fleeing from Morambala to an island in the Indian Ocean, [they] acted as St. Augustine would have done, had he located himself on one of the Channel Islands.”44 Others were even more pointed in their criticism. The bishop of Oxford, for example, warned that for the mission to pull out now would be to vindicate the taunt of the Roman Catholics that “the Church of England cannot maintain missions to the heathen unless they rest on the basis of English national power and civilization.”45

Such carping, of course, was easily made in the comfort of the vicarages and bishops’ palaces of England. The reality was that very few understood either the context in which Tozer and his colleagues were laboring or the specific problems they faced. Even Livingstone, who knew better, was acting to deflect attention from what some had begun to claim was his misleading portrayal of the region’s prospects in the first place.

But Tozer’s reasons for choosing Zanzibar were both clear and logical. First and foremost, if the mission stayed on the mainland, it would be destroyed by disease. Secondly, as the region’s principal entrepôt, Stone Town had extensive and long-standing trade links with the East African hinterland. If effective use could be made of these established channels of communication, great progress in Christianizing the inhabitants of Central Africa might be achieved.46 And, finally, Stone Town was the main distribution point.
for slaves coming out of East Africa, as well as the abode of
the sultan of Zanzibar: the one man who controlled the traf-
fic in slaves, and the principal authority through which the
UMCA might have it abolished.47

In moving to Zanzibar Tozer and the remaining mis-
sionaries were able to regroup and reflect on their mainland
experience. Perhaps the greatest lesson they had learned
was the folly of attempting to “transport a little piece of
English civilisation” to Central Africa.48 As Mackenzie had
already realized, it was they who would have to adapt to
Africa, not the other way around. This realization had a
profound affect on the mission’s architecture, and when
Tozer and his colleagues reached Zanzibar their approach
toward church design would develop in a wholly new and
more self-conscious way.

Zanzibar was not the most obvious location for a
Christian mission. Despite its extensive trade links, it was an
Arabic sultanate with a predominantly Muslim population.
But this did not deter Tozer and his colleagues. From the
moment they set foot on the island, they worked hard to
re-establish the mission.

Architecturally, the UMCA set its sights high. Headed
by a bishop, it necessarily required a cathedral. This ambici-
ton was realized in the so-called Slave Market Church,
designed and built between 1873 and 1880 (Figure 7, see
Figure 1). As its name suggests, this building was as much a

Figure 7  Interior of Christ Church cathedral, Zanzibar, 1873–80, in 1886
symbolic enterprise as a spiritual one. In June 1873 the British special envoy to Zanzibar, Sir Bartle Frere (1815–1884), managed to convince the sultan, Seyyid Barghash bin Said al Bu-Said (r. 1870–88), to close the Zanzibar slave market once and for all. Although this did not result in the complete cessation of slavery in the sultan’s territories, it was nonetheless a great victory for the mission. The church that rose in place of the slave market was conceived as a monument to the triumph of Christian hope over human suffering, with its high altar positioned directly over the site of the infamous whipping post.

With Tozer retiring as bishop in 1873, the Reverend Edward Steere (UMCA bishop 1874–82) took responsibility for the cathedral’s erection. He took a keen interest in both its design and construction. Indeed, like many Tractarian clergymen of his time, Steere was a rather accomplished amateur architect. Before joining the UMCA he spent a considerable amount of time sketching ancient churches in England, producing fine pen-and-ink drawings of their details, some of which he took to Africa. He made it his business to visit the cathedral’s construction site almost daily, overseeing every particular, from the arrangement of scaffolding and the centering for the windows to the fabrication of the vaulted concrete ceiling. As it was both necessary and politically shrewd to employ local labor, the fabric was constructed in the usual Zanzibar manner, using chunks of coral set in mortar rendered with a simple lime plaster finish.

Despite Steere’s crucial involvement in the construction of the cathedral, its design is usually attributed to the English architect Charles Forster Hayward (1830–1905). It is clear from Steere’s notebooks and correspondence, however, that he had been thinking about the cathedral’s design for quite some time, and had worked out its basic plan and details before he engaged Hayward. Being an old school friend of Hayward’s, it is likely that Steere asked the architect to produce a more professional set of drawings based on his original ideas (and sketches) while on his visit to England in 1874 (Figure 8).

The style of the cathedral is often described as a “mixture” of Gothic and Arabic. But this characterization, while being superficially accurate, is an inadequate explanation of the building’s architecture. The terms Arabic and Gothic are too vague to be useful. The cathedral as built (not as designed) is a work that drew heavily on local forms and techniques that were shaped by a confluence (rather than a distillation) of influences from around the world, including the Middle East, Africa, and Europe. This can be seen, for instance, in the crenellations that adorn the parapet—a feature commonly found on forts and state buildings in Stone Town dating back to the earliest assertion of Omani power following Portuguese occupation (1592–1699). The apparent Arabic influence in the building is more properly Islamic, in a variation specific to the East African coast. The simple yet elegant poly-lobbed mihrab
arches found in local mosques are echoed in the blind arcading on the cathedral's exterior as well as in the clerestory vents below the parapet. Inside the building, too, the simple power of the local Islamic tradition is pervasive. Although designed to recall European medieval precedent, the impressive stilted arcades running down either side of the nave are reminiscent of similar nearby examples, in particular at the Barza mosque in the Mkunazini quarter of Stone Town. Even the elaborately carved main door, with its intricate floral motifs, derives from an ancient Swahili tradition of timber craftsmanship dating back to the twelfth century.

The epithet “Gothic” must also be critically evaluated. Although the basic form and liturgical arrangement of the cathedral reflect medieval Christian tradition, much of its architectural detail is Byzantine. This, it seems, was a desirable characteristic. Steere, with his acute sense of history, was keenly aware that Zanzibar was a place where the worlds of Arabia, Asia, and Africa met and intermingled. Considering the island's extensive trade links, past and present, the idea must have occurred to Steere that Zanzibar was a kind of African Venice—an island kingdom at the center of a mercantile empire stretching from one end of the Indian Ocean to the other.56 This apparent association was keenly aware that Zanzibar was a place where the worlds of Arabia, Asia, and Africa met and intermingled. Considering the island's extensive trade links, past and present, the idea must have occurred to Steere that Zanzibar was a kind of African Venice—an island kingdom at the center of a mercantile empire stretching from one end of the Indian Ocean to the other.56 This apparent association seems to have affected his thinking on architecture. He recognized that the options open to an architect in such a place were uncommonly diverse. For example, when pondering how he might cover the roof of the cathedral, Steere initially proposed a series of domes, in emulation, perhaps, of the Norman cathedral reflect medieval Christian tradition, much of its Syrian credentials. It not only harked back to Christian beginnings but also embodied the mission's aim of reinvigorating the traditions of the early church. Moreover, the general heaviness and simplicity of the cathedral's architecture reflected the mission's self-sacrificing attitude and appeal to Christian origins. In this sense, the building's architecture represents the working out of a complex and nuanced set of responses to the particular cultural, historical, and aesthetic circumstances that prevailed in Zanzibar at the time. Thus, while the terms Arabic and Gothic may give a casual impression of the building's appearance, they are inadequate in capturing the specific (even peculiar) quality of the Zanzibari and European motifs from which its architecture was composed.

Another significant factor in the cathedral's design was politics. The Universities' Mission occupied a tenuous position in the Muslim-dominated environs of Stone Town, and despite his victory over the slave market, Tozer was unwilling to test the patience of his Arab hosts. The mission's church services had caused trouble from the beginning, and there were elements within the Muslim community of Stone Town intent on undermining the mission's activity.18 Although nowhere explicitly stated, it is clear from the tone of Tozer and Steere's letters concerning their predicament that the hybrid “Arabic” flavor of the building was conceived in response to the self-conscious vulnerability of their small Christian community situated in the midst of a large Muslim one. It is known, for example, that the sultan allowed the UMCA to build the cathedral—even giving them a clock for good will—so long as its spire did not overtop the highest point on his palace.59 It is not surprising that the spire was also built to look more like a minaret than the tower of a traditional Christian church.

In reality there was very little Barghash could have done if Steere had ignored his request to limit the tower's height. He was effectively in the pocket of the British agent in Zanzibar, John Kirk (1832–1922), who had installed him as sultan after the death of his brother Majid (r. 1856–70) in 1870. Nevertheless, Steere erred on the side of caution, seeking a hybrid solution for the cathedral's design. His discretion was an act of architectural diplomacy.

This gesture was not without precedent in the history of Christian architecture. There was, of course, the almost contemporary example of St. Mark's Protestant church in Alexandria (1845–54) by James Wild.60 But much earlier a similar Christo-Islamic style had evolved following the Norman conquest of Sicily in the eleventh century. Although traditional Islamic forms were incorporated in Sicilian medieval architecture for reasons unrelated to those at Zanzibar, the response in both cases was essentially political.61 The same can be said of the transformation of Christian architecture in Muslim-ruled Spain. Here, as Jerrilynn Dodds has shown, although the Muslim conquerors did not impede the practice of Christianity, they were hostile to monumental forms that testified to the vivacity and potency of Christian religion.62 Religious freedom for Christians came at the cost of the visual expression of Christianity, restricting church architecture and limiting the display of the crucifix.

Although Britain's influence over the affairs of Zanzibar was all but complete by the 1870s, the sultan still held great moral and religious sway.61 Steere thus considered it politically and culturally prudent to avoid taunting the local Muslim population by erecting an ostentatious Christian building. Nevertheless, the cathedral could hardly go unnoticed. It was among the largest buildings on the island, and its grandeur,
observed one inhabitant, “compared with anything they [the local inhabitants of Zanzibar] had ever seen.”

Steere’s knowledge of architecture was crucial. It is likely that he had more than a rudimentary understanding of southern European architecture and its hybrid variations. Indeed, the unique qualities of Christian architecture in southern Italy and Spain had come to public attention through the competition for the Crimean War Memorial Church (1856), in which some of the entrants looked to the medieval architecture of Sicily for inspiration. It was also around this time that adaptation of Christian architecture to non-European (i.e., colonial) contexts was being debated, as Anglican clergymen abroad struggled to come to terms with new and trying local conditions. This debate was in part concerned with the concept of “incorporation.” Even if Steere did not follow these debates closely, he would have been conscious of the parallels between his situation and that of his predecessors, which would have inclined him more toward a synthetic architectural approach.

Perhaps the most profound and unique factor in the design of the Slave Market Church was the peculiar and evolving theological position of the Universities’ Mission. Indeed, the missionary mindset of the UMCA gives a slightly different complexion to the building’s hybrid character, distinguishing it from precedents such as St. Mark’s, Alexandria, or the Crimean War Memorial Church.

By the time the UMCA relocated to Zanzibar in 1864, Tozer and Steere had concluded that a change of tack was necessary if the mission was to succeed. This change would entail, on the one hand, close observation of indigenous religion with a view to understanding how its precepts might best be aligned with traditional Christian theology, and, on the other, a relaxation of the conventional effort to civilize indigenous peoples by forcing them to adopt European dress and social customs. There was precedent for this in the Anglican mission field. Bishop John Coleridge Patteson’s mission to Melanesia in the 1860s had pioneered a similar approach in recognizing the potential for “true faith” among the indigenous peoples of the Pacific Islands. Influenced by the teachings of historic Anglican theologians such as Richard Hooker and Joseph Butler, as well as the writings of contemporary biblical scholars such as J. B. Lightfoot and B. F. Westcott, Patteson’s approach was one based on the perceived universality of Christianity. Similarly, Henry Rowley had recognized quite early that both the Mang’anya (Nyasa) and Achawa (Zao) peoples had a reasonably developed concept of God. He observed that “seeking a groundwork in their common customs . . . [was] a surer way of making them Christians than by totally ignoring all they [knew] as useless.” He believed that from this position the UMCA might “build up in the minds of these people a knowledge of that good God, which they thus ignorantly worshipped.” Like Patteson, Rowley accorded a basic integrity to the beliefs of the indigenous peoples of Central Africa in much the same way that St. Paul had done with the Athenians (Acts 15:23). In this sense, Rowley’s approach not only had features in common with other High Anglican missionaries working at the margins of the British empire, it also prefigured the missionary application of F. D. Maurice’s concept of Christian solidarity as developed by Westcott.

Tozer went further than Rowley in questioning the “civilizing” goals of the European missionary project. He argued that “to Anglicize the people in all . . . respects would be a very doubtful gain,” observing “it is wonderful how much wisdom after a time you will discover in the use of customs which at first sight seem barbarous.” Steere agreed. “Nothing can be so false,” he opined, “as to suppose that the outward circumstances of a people are a measure either of its barbarism or its civilisation.” This analysis was also seen to apply to the UMCA. Drawing an analogy with the early Christian church, Steer noted: “the chief ornaments of the Apostolic Church would certainly be regarded as uncivilized in the present day and probably we shall ourselves appear so to those who come after us. But the Church of Christ is not affected by distinctions such as these.” For Tozer and Steere, the appearance and superficial attire of indigenous peoples was unimportant compared with conditioning the soul. Let Africans be African, they believed, so long as the “spirit” (i.e., the soul) of each individual was attended to and a holy church built among them. Indeed, to civilize the indigenous peoples of East Africa would be to “run the risk of introducing English bad habits as well as English virtues.”

As one might expect, the mission’s relaxed, even experimental, policy toward evangelizing indigenes brought it into conflict with the conservative element in the Church of England. Nevertheless, Tozer remained determined to reform conventional missionary practice, believing that missionary bishops, wherever they might be, ought to operate independently of secular and central ecclesiastical authority.

Steere went further still in insisting that the English language be all but abandoned in East Africa as the medium of proselytization and preaching. He realized that the adoption of Swahili was crucial if the mission was to convey its message. Swahili was the language of commerce in East Africa, and although not everyone (particularly indigenous tribespeople) spoke it regularly, most people living in the region east of Lake Nyasa (now Malawi) understood it. It was clear to Steere that teaching, preaching, and conversing
in English would result in the mission’s message being only partially understood at best, or completely ignored at worst. Therefore, one of the first initiatives implemented by Tozer and Steere in Zanzibar was the establishment of schools to teach indigenous children (most of whom were ex-slaves) native languages and Christian theology. The graduates of these schools would go on to serve the newly formed native ministry or “Negro church.”

These insights concerning “savage” or “heathen” peoples and their customs put the Universities’ Mission at the radical end of the Anglican missionary spectrum. But, as the Reverend Chauncy Maples (bishop of Likoma in 1895) would later insist, in a place such as East Africa it was necessary and right that the missionary should “bend the weapons of his spiritual warfare.” After all, Pope Gregory I had told Augustine himself to adapt his Christian message to prevailing cultural circumstances. As Steere pointed out in 1875, the mission’s tactics were based on what he and those before him considered to be a sound vernacular principle: building a “native church” as opposed to importing one from Europe.

The idea of the vernacular is crucial in making sense of the hybrid character of the Slave Market Church. Just as the theological perspectives and missionary policies of the UMCA evolved in the face of circumstances, so did its architecture. The fundamental tenets of the missionaries’ faith and its liturgical expression may have remained unaltered, but they were now draped in the “marked outward features of the native life.” This was no place for a refined, middle-pointed, English Gothic architecture, even if there were the resources to build it. The Zanzibar cathedral’s architecture signaled that the mission was becoming, as Steere had promised, an African church for Africans. Its form was not only politically judicious but also perfectly consonant with the long-term missionary objectives of Steere and his colleagues.

With this in mind, Zanzibar cathedral can be understood as an unwitting fulfillment of the developmental doctrine in architectural design so prized by high-church Anglicans during the mid-nineteenth century. The cathedral is in many ways the type of building that Alexander J. B. Beresford Hope and the Ecclesiologists had been calling for as early as the 1840s—one that assimilated all other traditions, including Saracenic. They may not have expected the realization of such an architecture so soon and in such a form, but they had encouraged it. The ideas and associations worked out by Steere in his design for the Slave Market Church were part of a “philosophic” (i.e., theoretical) tradition in the High Anglican architecture of the mid- to late nineteenth century.

The modus operandi pursued by the UMCA had nothing to do with “going native,” as some in England might have viewed it, but was a thoughtful and logically conceived tactic of adaptation. At no point were the fundamental tenets of Christianity undermined or the basic liturgical rites of Anglican worship diminished. Indeed, if anything, these were tightened and accentuated.

These tendencies were already evident in the few buildings produced by the UMCA in the first phase of its operation on the mainland. As with these early examples, it is possible to detect in both the spatial arrangement and decoration of the Slave Market Church the more traditional and disciplined hand of high-church Anglicanism. Everything from the open (i.e., free) seating of parishioners and altar décor to the subtle yet marked variations in floor height indicate a knowledge of correct church architecture and a desire to create it on an impressive scale.

The most significant point of continuity between the UMCA’s early buildings and the Slave Market Church is the inclusion of an ante-chapel or narthex (Figures 9, 10). Steere seems to have brought this idea from Morambala. In a setting such as Zanzibar, with very few confirmed Christians, it was necessary for an Anglican missionary cathedral to have the correct spatial machinery to accommodate catechumens and inquirers (non-Christian observers) vis-à-vis the liturgy. Because many missionaries labored in situations akin to those experienced by the early church, with small congregations and crowds of curious observers, it had been suggested on several occasions that adding a narthex-like space to the front of churches was a suitable adaptation. In such a space non-communicants could gather and witness the spectacle of divine service. Indeed, when the first service was held in the cathedral in 1877, a large number of Muslims assembled in the narthex to observe the grace, after which Steere preached to them in Swahili.

Although the cathedral’s narthex functioned like the ante-chapel in the little mission church at Morambala, it can also be interpreted as an extension of the baraza tradition in Zanzibari architecture, in which stone benches placed against the exterior walls of shops and houses created an interstitial space for public or semipublic intercourse. Steere had incorporated this idea in the “mud house” he first built on the slave market site. Here, under the eaves at the front of the house, he fashioned a mud bench so that he might “sit there and talk to all comers.” Even after the house had been superseded by the new church, he upheld this tradition, coming down the nave to converse with those who had gathered in the narthex as though he were speaking to them from the bench in front of the old house.
In this spirit of adaptation, Steere made further adjustments. Directly above the narthex he found it necessary to build what the Eastern church once described as a *gynæconitís*, or women's gallery, “since in the present state of feeling,” he observed, “it would be impossible for ladies holding any position to throw themselves on the floor of the Church where the men worship.”

This was obviously a concession to the strict division between the sexes in Muslim society. Even when gathered in a Christian building, Arab men still felt it prudent to avoid sharing sacred spaces with women (Figure 11).

Similar arrangements could be found in the Shi‘a mosques of Stone Town, where women were allowed to take part in religious ceremonies from behind screened partitions, either on the floor of the mosque itself or from the level above. Steere's introduction of a women's gallery in the Slave Market Church ingeniously connected the two religious traditions through a shared architectural device. Finding himself in a difficult situation, Steere negotiated a *via media* between the cultural reality of Zanzibar and his desire to maintain the customs of the primitive church. This tactic was symptomatic of the UMCAs broader vernacular approach.
The Slave Market Church was first used on Christmas day, 1877. Although not complete, it attracted a large congregation of locals and Europeans who huddled into the shady areas beneath its unfinished roof. The building was not formally opened until Christmas 1879, when, following the example of St. Augustine, Steere gave it the name Christ Church. It was officially consecrated in 1903.89

Figure 11  Interior of Christ Church cathedral looking west toward the narthex and women’s gallery; photographed 1886
Figure 12  St. John’s mission church, Mbweni, Zanzibar, 1882. This building was most likely designed by Edward Steere

Figure 13  Chapel at St. Mary’s girls’ school, Mbweni, ca.1880 looking from the nave toward the chancel (east) end of chapel
Building on Tradition: New Directions from Old on the Mainland

Christ Church cathedral did not remain alone for long. By the 1880s the UMCA had extended its architectural reach to other parts of the island. Two churches of note were St. John’s, in the ex-slave settlement of Mbweni (1882), and the school chapel at Kuangani (1888) (Figure 12). Arranged in a characteristic high-church manner, both buildings continued the tradition established by Steere at Christ Church, incorporating local Islamic detailing to varying degrees. But the most extraordinary manifestation of this architectural type was the chapel at St. Mary’s school for girls in Mbweni (Figure 13). The school was opened in 1874, with the chapel following some years later. Its design was most likely supplied by Steere in the late 1870s or early 1880s. Although now a ruin, the building was laid out in strict high-church liturgical fashion. The resulting architecture was an alluring amalgam of medieval European planning and Islamic-style ogee and poly-lobe arches comprising the nave arcade, aisles, clerestory, and chancel. With the construction of several such buildings in Zanzibar by the 1880s, a distinct mission style had evolved. This was later carried to other parts of the Zanzibar archipelago, including the island of Pemba, where it was adopted in the church of St. Peter at Wetí (1907).

However, when the Universities’ Mission resumed operations on the mainland in the early 1870s, its church architecture initially took a different tack, picking up where it had left off several years earlier. The missionaries reverted to the indigenous building materials and technologies they had used when first stationed at Magamero, Chibisas, and Morambala. This reversion was only in part based on available building expertise and materials. As on Zanzibar, incorporating established building technologies and practices dovetailed with the UMCA’s evolving policy of cultural assimilation, a philosophy informed as much by the missionaries’ lives in Britain as by their experiences in Africa. The circumstances of modern urban existence in Britain—its grotesque inequities, social and moral degradation, and disruption of the traditional rhythms of life—inclined the missionaries to protect what they believed to be the uncorrupted integrity of indigenous society. Many of the clergymen who later joined the UMCA had worked in the slums of Britain’s major industrial cities and could see where African society was headed unless indigenous peoples were empowered to avoid the pitfalls of Western development.

But it might be argued that such intervention, however benignly intended, was another form of cultural manipulation or trusteeship designed to satisfy European needs, that keeping Africans in a state of arrested development was a displacement of pent-up frustration over the apparent loss of “Englishness” in English national life and an atonement for decades of guilt over Britain’s involvement in the trans-Atlantic slave trade. No doubt such factors played their part. But to dismiss the UMCA’s motives as selfish, or to view them as merely a pendant to cultural imperialism, would be to underestimate the independent force of late-nineteenth-century Anglican idealism. While romantic notions may have influenced the mission’s initial formation, the dedication and self-sacrifice of its clergymen was inspired by an overpowering sense of spiritual obligation, leading to a distinct quasi-monastic ethos and, ultimately, to a rejection of the civilizational approach common to most other European missions. This idea of sacrifice was understood first and foremost as a call to Christian duty. In this sense, the UMCA’s pursuit of its missionary ideal—the establishment of a “Negro church”—was largely an end in itself, aloof from the wider concerns of European imperialism and geopolitics.

It was this ethic to which Bishop Tozer appealed when he asserted that it was not the mission’s intention to “obliterate everything connected with the convert’s nationality.” When the mission resumed operations on the mainland, it came with an agreement that the native’s “hut, food, and dress would all be as before.” Naturally, this provoked controversy in Britain. The Colonial Church Chronicle chided Tozer for what it considered to be his misguided principle, observing that such a course of action would only undermine the “laws” of propriety and decency in the native mind. “The hut must alter,” the journal insisted, “when industrial work, reading, writing, sewing, are introduced into it.” Such criticism was ignored; the UMCA clergymen knew better than anyone the limitations of their situation and how best to advance the work of their church.
design for the chapel at Kota Kota shows a building that is
liturgically typical in its layout, internal arrangements, and
basic structure, but very atypical in its visual and material
effect (Figure 14).

In adopting such an approach, Sim, like Steere, seemed
to be aware of the ongoing discussion concerning the adap-
tation of Christian architectural forms to foreign (particu-
larly tropical) climates. In a hot, humid environment like
East Africa, the question was whether one should build mas-
sively to insulate against the heat, or build light and open to
encourage ventilation. For Sim, the answer was not to
choose between these modes but to build in the manner of
the indigenous tribespeople among whom he lived and
worked.\textsuperscript{96} In designing the mission station at Kota Kota, he
did not specify the brick, freestone, and slate that he would
have employed in England (or, indeed, in South Africa), but
“mud and reeds and trees and \textit{chivali}, or the midribs of the
raphir palm, with grass for roof, and bark rope for nails”
(Figure 15). To be sure, these impermanent building mate-
rials were far from desirable, but there was a moral integrity
in their appropriation that even the most ardent ecclesioli-
gist would have approved.\textsuperscript{97}

In assimilating local practices, Sim created an archi-
tecture he would later describe as “‘Early African’ . . . an
excellent style for the country.”\textsuperscript{98} Although this witticism
was clearly a play on the pernickety nomenclature used by
Gothic revivalists to describe the various phases of English
medieval architecture, it was also candid. Given the tactics
that Tozer, Steere, and, by this time, Maples had adopted,
it was accepted that “the European missionary must
become an African to win Africans. He must, so far as is
consistent with his Christian principles, assimilate himself
[and his architecture] to them.”\textsuperscript{99} As Jeffrey Cox has argued
in relation to Protestant missions in India, this approach
evolved, in part at least, as a result of the direct personal
and institutional relationships formed by UMCA mission-
aries with their converts, allowing them to negotiate the
terms of their (and the mission’s) engagement.\textsuperscript{100} Evidence
of this was already visible at Zanzibar, where Steere had
incorporated spatial adaptations in the cathedral to address
local concerns.

This assimilative approach in architecture was adopted
in all the major stations established by the mission from the
1870s on, including Magila, Newala, Masasi, Likoma,
Mkuzi, Luwatala, and Chipili. The first church at Newala
from the early 1880s employed building materials and tech-
niques very similar to those used by Sim: palm trunks for
uprights, walls constructed of bamboos woven with \textit{chivali},
and roof of thatched elephant grass (Figure 16). The other
defining feature of these buildings was their strict and dig-
nified, high church liturgical arrangement, with raised
chancel, timber railings, and decorated altar (complete with
cloth, cross, and candlesticks). This arrangement was almost
invariable, despite the isolated and trying conditions in
which many UMCA missionaries worked. Like the Taber-
nacle of old, simplicity and impermanence were no excuse
for the neglect of sanctity.

The UMCA mission stations on the mainland were
highly disciplined environments. It was mission policy from
the outset that no “heathen” should be admitted to the
church (living or built) without an extended period of
preparatory instruction. Referring to the customs of the
early church, Maples observed: “so far as possible we have followed the ancient discipline in this respect, and have caused our people to pass through the various grades of ‘hearers’ and ‘catechumens,’ while under preparation for holy baptism.”\(^{101}\) Both Maples and the mission believed that to deviate from the example laid down by the ancient church required one to “show reason (and very good reason, too) that our changed circumstances suffice to change the custom.”\(^{102}\)

However, these early mainland churches were inherently fragile. Ultimately, the mission wished to establish itself on solid foundations—not just spiritually but materially too. Maples believed that the first church at Newala, for example, would not last more that seven or eight years.\(^{103}\) Likewise, it was the vision of Tozer to rebuild the grass church at Morambala if the means became available. Some churches, such as those at Chipili and Mpondas, were composite structures, combining stone or brick walls with a traditional stick and thatch roof. This approach was eventually adopted at Kota Kota, with the erection of new stone walls pierced by simple lancet windows.

The ambition at most mission settlements was to rebuild their first stick and thatch buildings with more solid and enduring materials. Aesthetically, this process opened the way for a different type of Universities’ Mission architecture. For example, at Magila (one of the first stations to be settled on the mainland after the mission’s resumption of activity) a stone architecture was developed that was generally heavier and simpler than what had been constructed on the Zanzibar archipelago. The local Islamic motifs that characterized the mission’s earlier architecture under Bishop Steere are distinctly lacking in this later, mainland

![Figure 16 UMCA mission church, Newala (Tanzania), ca.1882, designed and built by Bishop Chauncy Maples](image-url)
Figure 17  Church of the Holy Cross, Magila (Tanzania), 1880–86

Figure 18  Interior of the Church of the Holy Cross, Magila, illustrating a style of architecture based on Christian primitivism
phase of building. The church of the Holy Cross at Magila (1880–86) was extremely “primitive” in the early Christian sense of the term (Figures 17, 18). Formally and aesthetically it was a crude Anglo-Norman or transitional Early English style of architecture, with thick rough-hewn walls, small openings, and plain, unpretentious detailing. In planning, too, its simplicity harked back to much earlier Christian prototypes.104

Although the character of the architecture at Magila was no doubt affected by the absence of Steere’s influence, it was also dictated to a large extent by the fact that the quarrying of its stone and the raising of its walls was carried out by inexperienced indigenous labor. The building of mission churches in this way—that is, through the agency of indigenous labor and the clergy—was done not only for economic reasons but also as a practical expression Christian faith.105

Another, more accomplished effort in this vein was St. Bartholomew’s church at Masasi. The original church there, like most UMCA buildings, had been built of stick and thatch.106 However, like the Church of the Holy Cross at Magila, St. Bartholomew’s was rebuilt in a rather simple and heavy (if somewhat more refined) Gothic style in 1908 (Figure 19). This building also had a primitive air, with the overall effect being one of rawness and immediacy. Importantly, there was no diminution in liturgical discipline. Inside, despite its simplicity, there is a clear progression of sanctity from the nave, through the choir, to the chancel. Portable timber barriers demarcated the various classes of worshiper—hearers, catechumens, and the baptized.107 This arrangement was common to most Universities’ Mission churches.

Perhaps the most extraordinary UMCA building was St. Peter’s missionary cathedral on Likoma island in Lake Nyasa (now Malawi) (Figure 20). Its establishment was the original objective of the UMCA in the 1860s and the long-

Figure 19 St. Bartholomew’s mission church, Masasi (Tanzania), 1908

Figure 20 G. F. George, St. Peter’s mission cathedral, Likoma Island, Lake Malawi, 1903–9
standing vision of Bishop Steere. The erection of St. Peter’s was a remarkable feat by any standard, undertaken in a place that even today is isolated and difficult to reach. The cathedral was begun in 1903 and painstakingly constructed over a six-year period. Its designer was G. Frank George, an English architect who headed a traveling band of native African stonemasons. Together they had worked on other mission churches in the region, including Unangu and Kota Kota. The cathedral is an impressive structure, covering some 17,600 square feet. It consists of a long nave, with western baptistery and towers; shallow transepts and cloister; apsidal choir with aisles, ambulatory, and vestries; and an eastern Lady chapel.

St. Peter’s was a monument to everything for which the Universities’ Mission stood. Its elemental yet distinguished medieval forms (including cloister) bespoke the mission’s determination to establish an independent and self-sufficient Negro church in tropical East Africa. Virtually every aspect of the cathedral’s fabric was native, including the bricks, timber, and granite, all of which were sourced or produced locally. The romantic ideal that this cathedral embodied must have been as poignant for the mission’s clergy as the achievements of Augustine in Britain or the early church fathers in North Africa. This romantic image was compounded by the fact that George’s itinerant band of masons arrived at the site in a manner recalling medieval precedent.

The cathedral’s arrangement also evoked Christian origins with a double-ended apsidal plan that was reminiscent of Carolingian and Ottonian monastic churches such as St. Michael’s Hildesheim (1033), Maria Laach (ca. 1093) or St. Gall (ca. 830) (Figure 21). There was a regime of spatial and sexual demarcation as at Christ Church, Zanzibar, including separate entrances for men and women. In this sense, the cathedral of St. Peter embodied a primitive and apostolic renaissance—a new Jerusalem in the heart of Africa and a reinvigoration of early Christian tradition.

**Conclusion**

Events and circumstances conspired to shape the unique architecture of the Universities’ Mission during its first fifty years of operation. However, no single style or type of building prevailed. Notwithstanding liturgical strictures, the form, layout, and decoration of the mission’s churches was variable. As the broad formal and aesthetic differences between the churches erected along the Zanzibar archipelago and those on the mainland illustrate, this had much to do with the two cultural and political contexts in which the mission’s stations were situated. On Zanzibar it faced the social and religious constraints imposed by a dominant Muslim sultanate, while, on the mainland, it grappled with the ancient customs and traditions of indigenous culture. In each case these forces worked to “bend,” as bishop Maples would have said, European missionary practice.

The Universities’ Mission was not as dogmatic in matters of architectural taste as many of its Anglican forebears and contemporaries in other parts of the world. This is not to say that the UMCA was less inspired or thoughtful when it came to architecture; nor that its building strategies were ad hoc. On the contrary, the UMCA’s constant and calculated reference to early church custom, along with its decided Anglo-Catholic disposition, created a rigorous expression of Anglican faith in built form. Although precedent and correctness in ecclesiastical architecture mattered, it was the cultural and political milieus in which the missionaries operated, combined with the missiological methods they developed, that defined this vernacular approach.

The Universities’ Mission was not alone in adapting traditional Anglican forms to local contexts. Such adapta-

---

tions could be found wherever Church of England missions operated in the non-European world, ranging from the use of locally sourced building materials and techniques to the incorporation of indigenous architectural forms and motifs. Nor was the UMCA unique in attempting to create an independent, self-perpetuating church. It had been the goal of most Anglican missions during the period to euthanize their operation after a time, when the indigenous churches they fostered grew self-sufficient. However, UMCA clergymen pursued these ideas of adaptation longer and with greater consistency than their counterparts. Tozer, Steere, Sim, and Maples intellectualized and justified these transformations, placing the UMCA at the vanguard of evolved Anglican missionology. The ecclesiastical architecture that resulted was among the most responsive and synthetic ever produced by Anglican missionaries, expanding the aesthetic and theoretical domain of Anglican church building during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
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